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If Opportunity doesn't Knock, Build a door
- Milton Berle

Probably the earliest of the Indigenous Kotlers were from the Indian Subcontinent who carried out 
their business in far off lands and pictured India as more than just a land of snake charmers. Lot of 
water has flown down the river since then…..Today we are at a juncture where marketing has assumed 
a mammoth character in scheduling a business as HIT or FLOP. We have moved far from the traditional 
Kirana shops to Modern retail outlets. It is essential today to link the concepts of marketing with their 
practical applications or should we put it this way- you can understand marketing through practice 
only.

As a part of B-school culture the requirement of a marketing Club and an e-magazine was vital. So, we 
thought “Aaj Kuchch Toofani Karte hain “with an aspiration of Karlo Duniya Muthi Mein” which 
actually inspired us to christen the Marketing Club “Vipanan Rananiti”. 

As we take you through a journey into our e-magazine, your heart will “Dhak dhak go” and you will find 
the articles, facts, figures to be “I'm lovin' it”

While you make your way through this e- magazine we urge you to “Think Different”  and 
contribute in future….

- Team Vipanan RananitI
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BRAND FACTS 

Google : Derived from 
’which means 

1 followed by 100 
zeros.

‘Googol 

The name refers to two of its 
original ingredients: kola 

nuts, a source of caffeine, and 
coca leaves. 

Adidas: Named after 
owner Adolf Dassler
whose nickname was 

Adi.



Nike: in ancient Greek 
religion, was a goddess who 

personified victory, also 
known as the Winged 

Goddess of Victory.

Did YOU Know

HP(Hewlett 
Packward):William Hewlett 
and David Packard flipped a 
coin to decide whose name 

would come first.

?

‘pepsin’”.

Pepsi: From the 

digestive enzyme 



At first you just see the word VAIO, but 
look a little closer and you'll see the first 
two letters represent an analog symbol 
and the last two letters are binary.

The white space between the ‘E’ and the ‘X’ forms a perfect 
arrow, suggesting a company moving forward and looking 
ahead. It’s subtle, but now it’s all I see whenever the logo 
appears.

The BR in the Baskin Robbins logo is made of two 
colours. When you focus on just the pink portion, 
the number 31 appears, denoting the number of 
flavours Baskin Robbins offers!

On either side of the tree, the faces of a gorilla 
and lion appear in white. In many of these 
examples of  hidden symbolism, the 
‘secondary’ imagery is often found by looking 
at the ‘negative space’ of the logo

HIDDEN SYMBOLS IN LOGOS



Did you ever notice the arrow from ‘A’ to ‘Z’ in the 
Amazon logo? The thought is that Amazon carries 
everything from…. well you know the rest :) Arrow 
looks like a smiley face, meaning Amazon is there 
to make its customers happy.

Looking head on, it appears to be a golfer who has 
just completed a drive, no doubt in the middle of the 
fairway! However, when you look at a side profile, 
the helmet of a Spartan warrior appears. Nice dual 
symbolism works well for this logo.

The iconic NBC logo has a peacock in white with 
five colourful feathers representing each 
division of NBC (when the logo was originally 
designed, as there are more now). The peacock 
is also looking to the right, often associated 
with looking ahead or forward.

The iconic smiling face is in fact 
the ‘G’ in Goodwill zoomed in an 
cropped slightly. Clever :)

HIDDEN SYMBOLS IN LOGOS



True Colors - FABER CASTELL

Walmart introduces line of “ugly” fruit to combat food waste .

 
These weather-effected fruits are 

just as nutritious as their more beautiful counterparts, and now they’ll 
receive their well-deserved spot at the table, instead of a wastage. 
Food waste is a notorious problem in developed countries and the 
public’s distaste for “ugly” fruit and vegetables is a big contributor. 
Walmart has partnered with suppliers from Washington state, bringing 
I’m Perfect apples in varieties to their stores.  A Walmart blog post states, 
“From helping our growers find alternate uses for these less than 
gorgeous fruits, such as making apple juice or selling small apples for 
lunch kits, we are committed to identifying options to get less than 
perfect fruit to market and thereby reduce this type of food waste.” The 
campaign will help to reduce food waste and support grower who would 
otherwise toss the fruit and loss out on compensation for their hard 
work in grow it.

Walmart is rolling out a line of imperfect apples, aptly named 
 in 300 select Florida stores. 

“I’m 
Perfect,”

Virtual Augmented Reality Trends Marketers Should Watch :

Augmented reality (AR) is a live direct or indirect view of a physical, real-
world environment whose elements are augmented (or supplemented) 
by computer-generated sensory input such as sound, video, graphics or 
GPS data. Augmented reality merges the digital world with the real world 
, which could be a powerful player in future marketing .The first trend 
would be opening a monetizing platform from Augmented Reality games 
( pokemon Go). The second trend would be AR enhancing sampling. For 
clothing , accessory , and makeup companies, AR present a new way to   
show customer what will be like to use or wear their product with out 
actually trying it. The last btrend will be “ The Right Information at the 
Right time and place”. This means smart enhanced product which will 
enrich human capability and capacity.  

BE UPDATED !

NIKITHA BEHERA
2nd Year MBA

NIKITHA BEHERA
2nd Year MBA



FMCG's new marketing mantra is to brand products 'GOLD', and consumers don't seem to mind

The shiny new thing in FMCG marketing-take a product, whether liquid soap or candies, facelift cream or premium biscuits, add 
'gold' before or after the brand name, and see consumers take a shine to it.
Even mobile phones with the 'gold'prefix or suffix are a hit. 'Gold' branding has moved away and up and down from its standard 
gold credit/debit card positioning. See how Colgate positioned its new charcoal gold toothbrush, priced slightly up at Rs 77: 
“Wake up to a gold morning... with the gold standard of whole mouth cleaning”. That tagline directly aims at Indians' never-
ending love for gold. So, then, on the shelves of supermarkets and kirana stores you will find all or some of the following, most of 
them launched recently: Marico's Parachute Gold hair oil, Reckitt Benckiser's Dettol Gold liquid soap and bar soap, confectionary 
category leader Perfetti Van Melle's Alpenliebe gold candies, Mondelez's premium biscuit Oreo's Golden Oreo variant. Pricing is 
not always premium for 'gold' branding. Companies are just betting on the gold association to move the product. But in a few 
cases, 'gold is priced in no better example than VLCC's “gold threadlift facelift service”, which, the company says, uses 24-carat 
pure gold strands.

                                                                          NATASHA PANDA
2nd Year, MBA

In an interesting move, Cinthol is trying to change the deodorant game by focusing on the form factor. In the latest campaign, the brand 
is trying to bring back the focus on the stick form of deodorant. 
During the formative years of the deo market, the deo stick was the popular form of the product. But later the spray form took over the 
market and the stick faded away.  Although the stick product form was less priced, the spray was perceived to be convenient. The spray 
did not have that soapy feeling which the stick had. And the deo marketers prompted the consumers to trade up to the spray form.

Cinthol wants to change that game. The new campaign which focuses purely on the form-factor highlights 3 advantages of the stick form 
-  less priced, skin friendly and 3 times long lasting. 

The new campaign has used the slogan - Deo Reborn for the new initiative. The brand has taken a risk in pushing for the form-based 
differentiation since it has the spray form factor in the portfolio. 
The Indian deo market is crowded and confusing with a lot of brands and promises. So the Cinthol's stick form factor push stands out 
from the crowd at least for a while. Another advantage is that the stick form factor effectively negates the " gas vs perfume " war that is 
currently going on in the Indian deo market. After Fogg stormed the market with No Gas proposition, every deo brand has joined the 
bandwagon. In this move, Cinthol has taken the gas out of the spray form-factor. 

It has to be seen how the consumer behaviorally reacts to the new initiative. Marketers had taught the consumers to use the spray and 
bringing back to the stick form is not easy. 

RASHMITA PRADHAN, MRUTUNJAYA SAHOO
2nd Year, MBA

Cinthol wants to re-invent deo
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